
C&E Contracting: The Trusted Choice for Home
Improvement in Virginia
C&E Contracting – Where Your Home's Dreams Take Shape. With a rich history of
transforming houses into personalized havens, we take immense pride in being Virginia's
cherished partner for home improvement. Our journey is a testament to trust, craftsmanship,
and the art of turning visions into reality. Explore the future of home transformation with the
trusted choice – C&E Contracting. Your home, our expertise – a match made in Virginia.
YOUR FREE QUOTE AWAITS - ACT NOW (757-842- 1365)!

Our Services

Perfected Pergola Installation: Elevate your outdoor space with our expert pergola
installation services. We understand that a pergola is more than just a structure – it's a
statement. Our team carefully designs and installs pergolas that blend seamlessly with your
landscape, providing the perfect shade and relaxation spot.

Portico Ideas that Impress: The entryway sets the tone for your home. Our creative portico
ideas add elegance and charm to your entrance, making a lasting first impression on guests.
Whether you prefer classic designs or modern concepts, we have the expertise to bring your
vision to life.

Modern Sunroom Delight: Experience the beauty of the outdoors from the comfort of your
home with our modern sunroom solutions. Our sunrooms are designed to maximize natural
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light while ensuring year-round usability. Let us create a serene space where you can unwind
and connect with nature.

Deck Services Beyond Compare: Transform your outdoor space into a haven for relaxation
and entertainment with our deck services. From traditional wooden decks to contemporary
composite designs, we tailor our solutions to your preferences, lifestyle, and budget.

Home Addition Contractors You Can Trust: If you're in need of extra space, our home
addition contractors are here to assist you. We understand that every addition should
seamlessly blend with your existing structure. Our team meticulously plans and executes
home additions that not only provide the space you need but also enhance the overall
aesthetics.

Hardscape Contractor with a Difference: Our hardscape solutions redefine outdoor living.
From captivating pathways to functional retaining walls, we combine functionality with
artistic flair. Let us create an outdoor oasis that reflects your style and personality.

Garage Services with Precision: Your garage deserves the same attention to detail as the
rest of your home. Whether you need repairs, renovations, or a complete overhaul, our garage
services are tailored to enhance both functionality and curb appeal.

Seamless Shed Installation: Need extra storage? Our shed installation services have got you
covered. We offer a variety of designs and sizes to suit your needs, all expertly crafted and
installed for durability.

Why Choose Us?

At C&E Contracting, we believe in going above and beyond to exceed your expectations. Our
team comprises skilled professionals who share a passion for craftsmanship and a
commitment to delivering excellence in every project. With years of experience in the
industry, we have earned a reputation for reliability, integrity, and top-notch workmanship.

Experience Transformation
Transforming your home is not just our job; it's our passion. Let us be a part of your journey
in creating a home that reflects your style and meets your needs. Contact us (757-842- 1365)
today for a consultation and experience the C&E Contracting difference.

Your Dream Home Awaits – Let's Build It Together!
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